
 
Welcome to your Promotional Marketing Materials for 

365 Days of Angel Prayers Email Subscription: 
 

Ways to Promote the 365 Days of Angel Prayers Email Subscription 
  

1. Email your list and your friends with the purchase info. Individual emails are what 
really help get the message out there, directly from you, using whatever method of 
communication with your mailing list that works best. Send an email and then do a 
Reminder email too. (Sample email content is included in this Marketing packet with 
placeholders for your specific Affiliate links) 

 
2. Facebook posts  

 
3. Tweet, Tweet, Tweet! 

 
4. Include a mention in your ezine 

 
5. Share on your blog 

 
6. Mention on your radio show/live videos 

 
7. Add the Angel Prayer image posts (available in the Launch Images Gallery) to your 

website, Facebook page / Pinterest / Instagram / Twitter or other social media 
accounts – a linked image can be included in your newsletter too.  

 
8. Place the Angel Prayer Image Ad on your website (available in the Launch Images 

Gallery) 
 

9. Change your Facebook header to the Angel Prayer header (available in the Launch 
Images Gallery) 

 
Sharing with YOUR clients is so important for exposure. Please support our new product in as 
many ways as possible. However you choose to promote it, we deeply appreciate you sharing 
YOUR Gifts, and we know your efforts will make a difference to the lives of those who take the 
opportunity to purchase these products. Thank you! 
 
 

♥♥♥♥  
 

 



Important 365 Days of Angel Prayers Email Subscription Links: 
 
Here is the Login page to bookmark for easy access to the SDJ Productions Affiliate materials 
on SDJ Productions: https://sdjproductions.net/login/ 
 
 
Direct Purchase link for all SDJ Productions products –  
Non-Affiliate = https://sdjproductions.net/shop/ 
 
Wherever you see a reference for you to put [Your Affiliate LINK] in a Tweet, Email, or 
Facebook Post, put your own Affiliate Link in that spot. 
 
 

♥♥♥♥  
 

 

365 Days of Angel Prayers Email Description 
(To use in your marketing in any way you feel guided) 

 
 
You’ve Got Angel Mail!! 
If you’d like to quickly and easily clear or shift your energy at the click of a button… 
Or start a simple and convenient 60 to 90-second practice that instantly infuses 
your day with nourishing and uplifting energies… 
It's as easy as opening an email. Literally. 
For 365 consecutive days, you will be divinely supported by the elegant yet potent 
power of benevolent Angel Prayers. 
These sacred everyday invocations are proven to instantly connect you—at the 
energetic and soul levels—to the angelic realm, where pure intention manifests and 
heavenly blessings activate. 
Celestial guidance strengthens each day for you through these brief daily prayers, 
leading you to vibrant breakthroughs and life-giving experiences. 
If you want to know what a life supported by angels feels like... 
Then register for your 365 Days of Angel Prayers email subscription to begin 
paving a path to abundance, vitality, grace and peace of mind you didn't think 
possible. 
 
 

♥♥♥♥  
 

 
The Following Affiliate Promotional Materials Include: 

2 Main Email Drafts – plus a Reminder Email; 



 
If you choose to use this text, please do tweak the copy to reflect your own voice and style! 
We have created a couple of different styles for your email samples. 
 
 

Email Marketing Samples 

 

Email #1 Suggested Copy –  
add pictures from the Launch Images Gallery section 

 
SUBJECT: Revive Your Inbox 
 
Hey my friend! 
  

If you're like most people with an email address, you're probably tired of your inbox 
getting bombarded with countless emails every day. 
  

Scrolling, selecting, deleting, saving, and trying to prioritize. 
  

There's just not enough time to unsubscribe, let alone open and read each one! 
  

So, I came up with a super fun and meaningful way to really make your inbox a source of 
peace, comfort and even healing for you... 
  

EVERY DAY—all year round! 
  

If you'd like to quickly and easily clear or shift your energy at the click of a button... 
  

Or start a simple and convenient 60 to 90-second practice that instantly infuses your 
day with nourishing and uplifting energies... 
  

Then I invite you to experience a different kind of daily message that comes from the 
sacred realms of divinity, addressing your greatest need and amplifying your heart's 
purest intention. 
  

Go HERE [Your Affiliate LINK] to check out 365 Days of Angel Prayers.  
  

Through this revitalizing series of everyday celestial invocations, your heart and mind 
will open to and connect with the graceful yet potent power of the angelic realm. 
  

Precious frequencies of divine love, light, peace, and blessings will ignite and course 
through your being, energizing you at the soul level and rippling forth onto your 
circumstances and the world at large. 
  



Miracles of all sizes will unfurl as you read each short devotion, creating an ongoing 
angel-fueled momentum that enables you to glide through life with more trust, 
confidence, clarity and ease. 
  

And although the angels can't stop your inbox from filling up, your daily Angel Prayer is 
guaranteed to honor your time and space all year long by only supporting your highest 
good. 
  

So, consider leveraging the power of everyday transformative angel prayer... 
  

Connect with angels every day here [Your Affiliate LINK] and experience the 
wonder of divine guidance and support. 
  

Love & blessings, 
(Signed by YOU) 

  
P.S. Your Angel Prayers contain 365 unique, sacred invocations for all your immediate 
and unforeseen needs (and so much more), including: 

 Self-Love & Acceptance 

 Inner Peace 

 Protection 

 Physical, Mental and Emotional Healing 

 The Past, Present and Future 

 New Growth & Manifestation 

 Love and Attraction of Soulmates 

 Abundance & Prosperity 

 Discovering & Embodying Your Life Purpose 

 Releasing Grief 

 Strengthening Your Divine & Angelic Connection 

Go HERE [Your Affiliate LINK] to receive your year's worth of daily heavenly 
transmissions. 
 

 
 

Email #2 Suggested Copy –  
add pictures from Launch Images Gallery section 

 
SUBJECT: 365 Days of Angel Support for [FirstName] 
 
[FirstName], 
  

For centuries, spiritual masters from all walks of faith have used prayer to bring about 
comfort and miracles. 
  



In fact, researchers and scholars have extensively studied the origin of prayer and found 
compelling evidence that: 

 Prayer existed long before religion existed. 
 Prayer is based on the scientific laws of energy and is an expression of energy 

which has the power to manifest. 
 Lifeforce energy—which creates, sustains and is found in all things—can be 

accessed through prayer to bring about an effect. 
 Prayer actually responds to both conscious and unconscious intention, which is 

not bound by time, space, nor distance. 

Science has also proven that people who participate in prayer tend to be more healthy, 
resilient and live longer than those who do not. 
  
But you don't have to go to church or belong to a faith community to reap the benefits of 
prayer. 
  
You see, my angels prompted me to bring prayer to YOU—every day in such a way that 
doesn't require you change your routine at all. 
  
It's convenient, simple, practical and the results are both effective and miraculous. 
  

Go here [Your Affiliate LINK] to connect to the infinite, 
boundless field of blessings and possibility. 

  
It's as easy as opening an email. Literally. 
  

For 365 consecutive days, you will be divinely supported by the elegant yet potent power 
of benevolent Angel Prayers. 
  

These sacred everyday invocations are proven to instantly connect you—at the energetic 
and soul levels—to the angelic realm, where pure intention manifests and heavenly 
blessings activate. 
  

Celestial guidance strengthens each day for you through these brief daily prayers, 
leading you to vibrant breakthroughs and life-giving experiences. 
  

If you want to know what a life supported by angels feels like... 
  

Then go here [Your Affiliate LINK] to begin paving a path to abundance, 
vitality, grace and peace of mind you didn't think possible. 
 

To Your Light & Happiness, 
(Signed by YOU) 

 
 
 
 



 

Reminder Email Suggested Copy 
 
 
SUBJECT: So Many Emails, So Little Time! 
 
Hi [FirstName], 
  

If you're like most people with an email address, you're probably tired of your inbox 
getting bombarded with countless emails every day. 
  

Scrolling, selecting, deleting, saving, and trying to prioritize. 
  

There's just not enough time to unsubscribe, let alone open and read each one! 
  

So, I came up with a super fun and meaningful way to really make your inbox a source of 
peace, comfort and even healing for you... 
  

EVERY DAY—all year round! 
  

If you'd like to quickly and easily clear or shift your energy at the click of a button... 
  

Or start a simple and convenient 60 to 90-second practice that instantly infuses your 
day with nourishing and uplifting energies... 
  

Then I invite you to experience a different kind of daily message that comes from the 
sacred realms of divinity, addressing your greatest need and amplifying your heart's 
purest intention. 
  

Go HERE [Your Affiliate LINK] to check out 365 Days of Angel Prayers.  
 

  

Through this revitalizing series of everyday celestial invocations, your heart and mind 
will open to and connect with the graceful yet potent power of the angelic realm. 
  

Precious frequencies of divine love, light, peace, and blessings will ignite and course 
through your being, energizing you at the soul level and rippling forth onto your 
circumstances and the world at large. 
  

Miracles of all sizes will unfurl as you read each short devotion, creating an ongoing 
angel-fueled momentum that enables you to glide through life with more trust, 
confidence, clarity and ease. 
  

And although the angels can't stop your inbox from filling up, your daily Angel Prayer is 
guaranteed to honor your time and space all year long by only supporting your highest 
good. 
  

So, consider leveraging the power of everyday transformative angel prayer... 
  



Connect with angels every day here [Your Affiliate LINK] and experience the 
wonder of divine guidance and support. 
  

Love & blessings, 
(Signed by YOU) 

 

  
P.S. Your Angel Prayers contain 365 unique, sacred invocations for all your immediate 
and unforeseen needs (and so much more), including: 

 Self-Love & Acceptance 

 Inner Peace 

 Protection 

 Physical, Mental and Emotional Healing 

 The Past, Present and Future 

 New Growth & Manifestation 

 Love and Attraction of Soulmates 

 Abundance & Prosperity 

 Discovering & Embodying Your Life Purpose 

 Releasing Grief 

 Strengthening Your Divine & Angelic Connection 

Go HERE [Your Affiliate LINK] to receive your year's worth of daily heavenly 
transmissions. 

 
 

Facebook POST Tips 
 

 Do a Live Video – this is the absolute number 1 way to get engagement. Facebook loves 
video – they let many more people see video than any other post. 

 Include a picture – use one of the memes in the Launch Images Gallery 
 Ask questions to spark dialogue – “Question” Posts generate more dialog and 

connection. 
 “Fill in the Blank” Posts receive more Comments than other Posts. Do you believe in 

Angels? What messages are you hearing from your Angels? 
 Posting at least four times per DAY will increase your engagement and your Likes.  
 Remember, your Fan Page posts are only seen by less than 5% of your audience; so, 

posting several times a day, with different images, and different words, increases your 
chances of your peeps seeing the post. 

 
 

♥♥♥♥  
 



 
MARKETING TIPS 

 
 If you don’t already have a newsletter, then you can sign up with MailChimp for a free 

account if you have less than 2000 subscribers. Having a newsletter is a great way to 
stay in touch with your community and share your work. 

 Share, Share, Share about the products. Once a week post a link, ask for reviews, and 
Share. 

 If you just have a Facebook profile page and you want to expand your work, then we 
suggest you get a website. 

 If you have a radio show, why not invite some of your fellow authors to be on your 
show? 

 Connect with other authors and create an event featuring your products. 
 When promoting the products using Twitter, Instagram or Facebook, please add a 

hashtag. Hashtags help to draw all the conversations on that subject together onto one 
page. Then we can share what you are sharing too. 

 
Thank you so much for being part of our SDJ Productions Affiliate team. We are excited to have 
yet another way for people to connect and gain support regularly. We know that our joint work 
will touch many hearts and souls and we are delighted to take this next step on our journey 
together. 
 

♥♥♥♥  
 

That’s a wrap! 
 
I think that is it for now my friends. Please use the images we have created for you ... spread 
the word … and Share, Share, Share!!!!!!!! We need help and support to get these products into 
everyone’s hands :) Ask your friends and family to share it too. Let’s do this!!!!!!!!! 
 

Angel Blessings, 
 

Sunny Dawn Johnston and Team 
 
 

 
SUNNY DAWN JOHNSTON • SDJPRODUCTIONS.NET • (602) 375-6788  

 


